
Rating

I.

Five (5) years of relevant experience with government and/or international agency as a consultant within 

the past (6) years

Successfully completed at least five (5) projects with at least two (2) government agencies

Experience in developing various types of online systems with international agency/ies

Successfully developed and rolled out online solutions for the DOT

Introduced a new IT solution/ platform that aided the company/ agency in their project/policy 

implementation of the concerned agency

[Additional 10 points] Have developed at least three (3) successful online portals/ solutions as an 

individual consultant for government agencies and/or international institutions 

II.

A.

Computer Science Graduate or any IT-related course

Units on Post-graduate or Advance IT Course

Full completion of a Post-graduate or an Advance IT course

B.

Online mapping system

Geo-tagging applications

Statistical modeling system for forecasting

Physical and financial monitoring system

Community-based management information system

C.

PHP

Javascript

Java

R

HTML

CSS

Phyton

NodeJS

TypeScript

Consultant must have developed the following system/program/applications: (10 points)

**at least 1 system/program/application = 2 points 

**at least 3 systems/programs/applications = 5 points 

**developed all indicated systems/programs/applications = 10 points

Has applicable experience in various programming languages such as: (10 points)
* at least 3 programming languages = 3 points

** at least 6 programming languages = 6 points

*** all identified programming languages = 9 points

****  all identified programming languages plus additional programming languages not included in the enumeration = 10 points

APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE (40) 

** 1 applicable experience = 6 points 

** all applicable experience = 30 points 

Educational Background  (10 points)

*Completion of Baccalaureat Degree = 6 points

*Units on Post Graduate or Advance IT Courses = 8 points

*Full Completion of Post-Graduate or Advance IT Courses = 10 points
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D.

Laravel

Jquery

ReactNative

ReactJS

Tailwind CSS

Wordpress

Bootstrap

Codeigniter

III. 

A. Number of ongoing similar and related projects

5 or more ongoing projects = 10 points

3 to 4  ongoing projects = 15 points

1 to 2 ongoing projects = 20 points

*Passing Rate 80 pts

_____________________________      _____________________                   __________________

CHARMAINE T. DALISAY-JIMENEZ/    MARC D. MACATANGAY

STOO, OTSR-PIED                                 TOO II, OTSR-PIED

Prepared by:                                                                                                       Evaluated by:

Has solid understanding of various programming frameworks such as:(10 points)
* at least 3 programming frameworks = 3 points

** at least 6 programming frameworks= 6 points

*** all identified programming frameworks= 9 points

****  all identified programming frameworks plus additional programming frameworks not included in the enumeration = 10 points

CURRENT WORKLOAD RELATIVE TO CAPACITY (20)
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